
  
Quarantine Bible Study Method 

 
 
Open with prayer. A helpful structure tool for prayer is the A.C.T.S. Model  

• Give adoration to God by considering his attributes 
• Offer a confession of your need for him and/or sin  
• Give thanks to God for his forgiveness and constant provision  
• Make supplication for others (family, friends, church, etc…)  

 
Recap Sunday Sermon: Take several minutes for personal reflection of the previous Sunday’s 
sermon. It is helpful to reference notes and the text that was studied.  
 

• How did God speak to your heart?  
1. How were you refreshed?  

• How did God speak to your mind?  
2. How were you challenged or strengthened in your beliefs? 

• How did God speak to your hands?  
3. How were you challenged to live it out?  

 
In our Life Groups, our Bible discussion is on the text that will be preached the following Sunday. 
You can do that, or go further on your own and use the following questions for your own personal 
Bible study. These questions will push you to interact with the text in the right ways to land at the 
right interpretation and subsequent application.  
 
Question 1: What stands out to you in this passage and why?  

• What question(s) come(s) to mind when reading this passage?  
 
Question 2: What do you think the main point of the passage is? How would you summarize it? 

• How is the main point supported in the text itself and from the literary1 and historical2 context? 
• What truths are at the heart of this passage?  

                                                        
1 Literary context takes into consideration the chapters and verses that directly surround the text you are reading. For example, just 
reading one verse ignores the literary context. It is only when you consider the whole text can you understand the smaller text’s 
meaning.  
2 Historical context considers the author and reader intent. For example, historical context of Genesis was the Israelite exodus from 
Egypt into the promised land. It is when you read Genesis from this historical situation will you better understand the purpose for why 
it was written and how the original reader would have understood it. Keep in mind that original meaning is the present and future 
meaning of a text, just a different application.   
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Question 3: What does this text teach me about God?  

• What attribute or characteristic of God is highlighted?  
 
Question 4: What does this text teach me about myself and others?  

• What truths about humanity are at the core of this text?  
 
Question 5: How is this passage fulfilled in the person and work of Christ?3  

• What hope or truth from this passage is revealed or secured through Christ? 
• Is there a story in the life of Christ that correlates to this passage?  

 
Question 6:  Can you illustrate this truth or point with an example from your own life?  

• How have you experienced this truth in your walk with Christ?  
 
Question 7: What is God calling you to respond to from this passage? 

• What does God want you to believe or stop believing?  
• What does God want you to praise and celebrate or stop praising?  
• What does God want you to do? What physical action is required?   

 
These questions are a great starting point for your Bible reading. We have to remember that the 
Bible is God’s Word to us. In it, he speaks to us. The problem is we aren’t hearing with the right 
heart or posture, or we are not asking the right questions for clarification.  
 
When you are done, take a few minutes to write down what you heard and discovered and then 
pray once more. Only this time, pray in light of what you discovered, both from Sunday’s sermon 
and from your personal study of God’s Word!  

                                                        
3 Jesus came not to abolish the law, but to fulfill it (Matthew 5:17). On the road to Emmaus, Jesus gave clarity to the cross by 
explaining the events of the Old Testament (Luke 24). This question allows you to see the text you are studying (OT/NT) in light of 
the overarching narrative of the Bible, which finds its climax at the cross.  


